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Installation of Spring USA “AA” Axles 

1. The All-Angles Axles on your CBS Server are marked with an “L & R”, for left and right.  When 
the server is facing you, the axles should be towards the back of the unit. It is in this position that 
the axles are marked correctly. Left is on the left side, right is on the right side. 

. 

2. When changing the axles, it is easier to flip the server around to better service it.  This make the 
left axle appear on the right side and the right axle on the left. 

     
     

3. The All-Angles “AA” Axle Kit includes the following pieces: 
     

Two (2) Axle Assemblies 
    Two (2) Square Gaskets 
    Two (2) Small Round Gaskets 
    Two (2) Plastic Covers 
    Four (4) Long Screws   
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3. Assemble the Axles prior to installing them on the server. Start by placing the small, round 
gasket inside the plastic cover.   

Next, place the square gasket on top of the axle assembly. 

  

4. You are now ready to install the axles.  Place the axle assembly to the outside of the holder, and the 
plastic cover to the inside of the holder. 
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5. With one hand, hold both parts together and insert the long screws. 

      

6. Remember, with the server being flipped, insert the right axle, (marked with a “R” on the black axle leg) 
to the left side. Insert the Left axle (marked with a “L” on the black axle leg) on the right side of the 
server.  Use the wrench to tighten the screws in place.  Replace the server cover. 

Contact our Technical Services Department with any questions you may have regarding replacing your 
Spring USA All-Angles “AA” Axles. 


